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About This Game

Hey,
I am David and to be honest with you, I am just some dude who finally wanted to make his own game. Hell Knights is a small

but fun Bullet Hell Shoot'em Up with a four player Co op mode. Just grab up to three of your friends and fight your way
through eight action packed level and defeat eight infernal Bosses. You can even upgrade your rifle up to nine times to destroy

the hordes of vile demons that will stand between you and victory.

Every level will have a new type of demon to challenge you and your friends. Furthermore each Level will contain two quests
for your group to complete before you can progress to the levels Boss. Your character will generate Overheat while you shoot or
sprint, if the Overheatbar reaches its maximum you can reflect and then block enemy bullets for a short period of time. This can

be used to protect your friends from enemy fire and to kill enemies with their own projectiles.
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Title: Hell Knights
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
David Seifers
Publisher:
David Seifers
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64Bit

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770K CPU @ 3.50GHz 3.50GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 4GB | AMD Radeon R9 290X 4GB @1080p

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Very promising game, hope to see more of it in future ! There is even character customisation even it is not finish right now.

I love how cute and sexy the female character is, that would be cool to see more hairs etc but you can make a nice character
now.
Of course the game needs more content and maybe ennemies respawning without having to
log out the game (so you can gather leather and bones more easily for the craft). If you are interested in participating of
potentialy awesome rally sim birth, then you should definitely be in.
If you are impatent, spoiled simracer and a bandwagoner, can not be bothered in anything but five stars elite mega super placebo
stuff, then you shouldn't.

Imo graphics of this game are irrelevant, it just will have to move to better engine if it picks up.
Content is also irrelevant as for now it is all about basic features and functionality, which is IMo rather good. I would like some
high speed longer rally stages, because I found them a bit twisty and slow now.
FFB and controls I found good with my T300 and TH8A.
Physics was a bit disappointing to me at first, but then found out that I need to chhoose forest tire for gravel, and then it was
pretty awesome I'd like to say. I would expect lots more depth in physics in future, but it is pretty good now actually, I was
having quite a time, really not bad.
Sound is rather week, I totally miss gravel sounds. But it is alright for now.

I could totaly see this going big if enough good guys will support it financially by buying and spiritually by giving good and
useful feedback. There is a ton of work to do\/improve, but I'd say that this is a good for the very enter into the public.
Maybe in a few years this could be quite popular if it starts to improve rapidly. I think it is possible.
. Was cool they added North American vehicles, was not cool they took out the freeplay mode. As a side note i finished the
game with enough time to refund it, shows how short it was. If you want a firefighting game i would suggest firefighters 2014
for a game like this, the other airport firefighters game (not on steam), or 911 first responders as it has lots and lots of mods to
play with.. Good so far. Hope it gets finished. Need more stuff to sell. Says you can sell electronics in the game description,but
its just clothes and shoes at moment.. I bought this game because it was highly recommended by everyone who owns it, but
found out that there's no players there. Still I recommend to buy this game, you won't regret.. Does it look like Castle Crashers?
Yes. Does it feel like Castle Crashers? No.
This game offers very similar atmosphere to CC, but after spending few hours of gameplay, I counted 3 major parts that makes
Viking Squad different.

1. Viking Squad is LANE-BASED.

In CC you could just run around in circles and it was somewhat difficult to calculate the hit radius. Lane-based mechanics in
Viking Squad makes the game more strategic, making it feel close to turn based strategy combat.

2. Levelup progress.

In CC, you could only gain experience pts by constant fighthing. Viking Squad has a bit different system in rank-ups. The stats
upgrades are based on the loot which you gather from adventures. The same loot is used in home to buy\/unlock everything
you've found before.

3. Graphics.

The art comparison is not even close to properly compare. Castle Crashers was first made in 2008 and the graphics are mostly
well performed animations. The art is very childish and cartoonic, but can't blame it for its age. Viking Squad is one of those
games with moving images. Games with this kind are usually easier to make, but the art quality in VS is insanely high detailed!
Clearly a lot of time and effort was spent in the art alone. It still has the same cartoonic 2D look but you don't find many games
with high 2D details such as this anymore.. This is pretty fantastic for those who loved DJMAX. You can swap between the
angled phone-friendly display or the top-to-bottom style. The music genres are surprisingly diverse and wonderful. Beware the
squirrel party.
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My favorite! This is the Best DLC!. Good little turn based indie game. Combat is a bit like the early Fallout games with some
twists. The writing is clearly a labour of love by the creators. It's not outstanding but it is different enough to stand out. The
factions are a bit cliche in comparison. 30s style Mafiosos, cult members and militia nuts. Not exactly the scourge of the modern
day streets but the writing helps inject some personality into the otherwise stereotypical designs.

You manage your gang, leveling them up in different ways with a whole slew of different perks you can take to specialise them.
You can have melee specialists, marksmen, medics and grenadiers. But there are also a variety of non-combat related skills,
which help you track down information on the gangs you're hunting, craft better items and heal faster.

I managed to beat the game on Vigilante level my first go through in about 17 hours (give or take some idling in Steam). The
map where you track down gang activity and initiate combat missions looks impressive but there isn't much to it. By the time I
had found most of the important baddies you need to kill in order to win the game, I had only uncovered a tiny portion of the
map. That part of the game felt a bit shallow.

Combat is satisfying, if a bit shallow as well. Proper positioning and funnelling the rather simplistic AI into narrow corridors,
seems to be the way to go. The perks you can take are fun. I'm not going to kill this game over its graphics or sound. It's a small
studios passion project and it feels like that. Give it a try for an hour or two and you'll know whether or not it's your cup of tea
just don't expect X-Com levels of polish. Curious to see what this groups comes out with next.. Interesting sci-fi action game,
with weapons collecting aspects - choose the right ones to fight off robots and aliens attacking your ship.

Get ready to move around your space to dodge - there's no shield!

This program is in the early stages, but it's still quite playable.

Here was my first try -
https:\/\/youtu.be\/nj46fwAOBXU. you can\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on people.. The First: This game is ugly as
hell.

The Second:This game is Too easy. Just an another indie game.. Despite the typos, it's a tidy little turn-based mech game. Battles
are short and sweet, you must balance three types of resources as well as research, production and crew training, and there are
enough colour schemes to allow you to deploy the most garish mech squad you can think of. Short and predictable story, but still
worth a spin.. You need to tweek it, but it works if you have some patience (I left a message on the forum how to do it for super
IT beginners). Best puzzle game ever. Calm, beautiful, time-less... Do you know any other game like this? Could you
recommend me one?
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